
HOTSY’S DIRTY DOZEN DETERGENTS
For soap recommendations, start with these 12 category leaders

Extra strength, acid based, aluminum cleaner, and brightener
for non-polished aluminum tanks, and trailers, wheels, and 
preparing aluminum surfaces for painting. Restores and 
makes surfaces look new in one application. Do not use on
glass/new aluminum. 

Hotsy’s answer to aluminum cleaning 

Removes exhaust deposits, road film and bug residue, diesel
smoke, great for housewashing & general cleaning. Excellent
for older vehicles with faded finishes; helps restore oxidized
paint. Works well in cold. ph: 12.46

Hotsy’s popular vehicle cleaner
Highly concentrated, non-caustic for heavy equipment and
trucks. Fast acting cleaner is especially effective on off-road 
and grease clogged equipment, hard-to-remove road film 
on shop floors, walls, and stainless. ph: 12.85

Hotsy’s #1 choice for degreasing

The name says it all - clean and brighten 
Clean inside and outside - removes carbon stack stains and
magnetic road film from trailers without brushing. Brightens
aluminum surfaces. ph: 12+

ALUMINUM BRIGHTENER RED HOT#1 #7

BLUE THUNDER#2 #8 RIPPER I

Especially formulated to clean engine compartments and 
hard to clean vehicles, road film, white wall tires, carbon,
diesel smoke, exhaust and polished aluminum. ph: 12.48  

Hotsy’s best engine compartment cleaner

A vehicle wash detergent that works well in all water conditions
and temperatures. ULTRA concentrated, hard water formula,
high foam, easy rinse. ph: 9.74

Hotsy’s economical super concentrate
Super economical detergent with excellent degreasing 
properties, safe on polished aluminum, dries uniformly
without streaking or spotting, and minimizes labor. ph: 12.6

Dual purpose concentrated cleaner

Hotsy’s low foam & reduced rinse truck wash
Low foaming highly efficient truck wash detergent that is free
rinsing. Cleans without bubbles and foam and drastically 
reduces rinse time and a favorite of contract cleaners and truck
wash facilities. ph: 11.96

CARBON-ATE SUPER XL#3 #9

ENVY#4 #10 T&D TRUCK WASH

A complete and economical detergent and phosphatizing system
for one step phosphatizing of iron and steel parts. Can be used 
from 120°F to 180°F. Effective in spray, dip, and wipe-on
applications. 20+ years of success. ph: 3.08  

Hotsy’s 1-step for cleaning iron & steel parts

A special wax is added to provide a durable, attractive, finish 
that keeps dirt from adhering to surfaces and protects against 
salt, air pollution, and acid rain. Restores oxidized paint surfaces 
of all types. Reduces water spotting and great on polished
aluminum surfaces. ph: 12.84

Hotsy’s built-in wax agent for shine
Effective against SARS-Related Coronavirus 2 on hard, 
non-porous surfaces in 30 seconds. Kills 99.9% of SARS-CoV-2 
in 30 seconds. And, it’s tested against SARS-CoV-2. ph: 2.5 - 3.5

Hotsy’s EPA registered disinfectant

Specially for trucks - economical detergent
Cleans and brightens over the road tractor trailers, commercial
vehicles and equipment, removes carbon stack stains and
magnetic road film. Removes corrosive salt & brine, no 
brushing required. ph: 9.5

PHOSPHATIZER NO. 2 TDOT BLEND#5 #11

POWERSHINE PLUS#6 #12 FACILITY+




